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WEATHER:  Definitely Local!

In  listening  to  our  affiliates,  we’re
surprised at  the number
that  are  not regularly
running  local  weather
forecasts!   Local
weather  is  something
that  listeners  cannot
get from  XM,  Sirius  or
internet  radio  --  your
advantage!   Are  you
sending your listeners
away to  the  local
competition  for  their
weather?  That’s  almost
all of them, since most
people  drive  to  work  or
school,  or  spend  time
outdoors.

We  recommend  partnering  with  a
local  TV  station to
enlist  the  credibility  of
their  meteorologists.
Otherwise consider hiring
a  weather  service.
We’ve heard one affiliate
do this  with great  audio
quality  using  MP3
delivery.  Run weather in
the  same  break  each
hour (we suggest the last
one),  with  additional
forecasts  in  morning
drive.  Make your station
the  one  that  listeners
depend on.

More  weather  tips:  Deliver  the
forecast  clearly, in
simple  language.
Don’t  be  unnecessarily
negative.  And lead with
the  daypart --  “Today
some  sunshine  with  a
high of 67” -- not “partly
to  mostly  cloudy  with  a
high in the mid to upper
60’s  today.”   If  you say
“rain,”  skip  “cloudy.”
Rewrite  wire  copy,
eliminating
percentages,  and don’t
present  the  weather
exactly  the  same  way
every  time.   Unless  you
update  the  forecast
hourly,  rotate  more
than  one  version.
When  time  permits,  tie
the  weather  to
appropriate  fun  outdoor
activities,  or  even
commuting or shopping. 

A couple of hours before sunset
be  sure  to  get  rid  of
those daytime highs and
switch  to  the  evening
information!  And  brand
your  weather,  along
with  all  your  other
service  elements.
Deliver  your  station’s
name with pride, clearly
and correctly.  Don’t rush
it.   

Yes,  it  is  a  job  to  keep  weather
updated  on  your  station
24/7, and an even bigger
one  to  do  it  right.   But
weather  affects
everyone, it’s  local, and
more  than  ever  “local”
is a huge asset -- even
while  using  a  network
format.
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  SALES:  Radio Is Missing the
Boat on Baby Boomers

 
The keynote address at September’s
NAB Radio Show was delivered by
famed  management  expert  and
author  Tom  Peters.   He
commented  that  the  post-World-
War-II  generation  is  approaching
retirement with more cash and time
than  any  previous  generation.  Yet
only 5% of advertising is aimed at
them.  “Targeting 18-44’s is stupid,
stupid!”  the  58-year-old  Peters
wisecracked.  “We have money, we
have all the money!”

An  analysis  released  by  Interep
shows that national ad buys of the
25-54  age  group  have  dropped
every year since 1995, from 55.5%
to 48.5%.   The second most popular
demo  for  buyers  is  18-49,  with
17.5%.  That number was flat over
the  last  year  (1999  to  2000).
Meanwhile upper demos have seen
a little growth,  including the 35-64
bracket.  Several combined demos,
all over age 35, together gained just
1%  over  1999,  and  still  get  only
7.7% of national spot revenue.  We
suspect  that  local  advertisers  are
smarter than that.   

CENSUS 2000:
U.S. Minorities Are Growing

Radio  formats  will  be  impacted  in
the years to come as Arbitron draws
more  minorities,  including  African
Americans  and  Hispanics,  into  its
ratings  samples.   M Street  Daily
reports  that  consultant  Julian
Breen has  been  poring  over
Arbitron’s new population estimates.
In  the  top  10  markets  --  those
analyzed  so  far  --  the  12+
population is up 2.9%, but the black
population  is  up  8.2%,  and
Hispanics are up 8.9%.  Breen calls
the Census “the  decennial reality
check.”

Unlike many formats,  Smooth Jazz
is  well  positioned to  take
advantage  of  this  trend.   African
Americans  comprise  an  important
percentage  of  the  Smooth  Jazz
cume.   With  higher  time  spent
listening, they are among our most
loyal listeners.
ARBITRON’S PEOPLE METER:

 More Good News

Arbitron’s  testing  of  its  new
Portable People Meter
(PPM)  technology  again
shows radio with  higher
average  quarter  hour
audience (AQH)  in  all
dayparts,  except
morning drive.   This is
encouraging  news  for
Smooth  Jazz,  since
mornings have not been
the  format’s  strongest
daypart  anyway.
Overall,  morning  drive
AQH  was  11%  lower,
while  afternoon  drive
was  14%  higher,
compared to the current
diary method.

 
More good news:  Only teens show
less AQH listening to radio with the
PPM.  Older demos show higher
rates of  listening.   For  the third
time  the  PPM  revealed  larger
cumes (and  lower  time  spent
listening  overall)  than  the  diary
methodology.   This is  encouraging,
since higher cume (more “diaries”)
will result in less volatility from book
to book.  The PPM also shows more
occasions of listening per day.

The Portable People Meter continues
to show higher usage of  broadcast
TV,  and  dramatically  higher  cable
TV viewing.  The latest Arbitron test
was  conducted  September  20  –
October  17  in  Wilmington,
Delaware.   Early  in  2002  Arbitron
will  expand  the sample to at  least

1500  people  across  the  entire
Philadelphia  TV  market.   The  PPM
will  require each station to encode
its  signal.   And a decision  by TV’s
Nielsen  ratings  not to  participate
could easily halt progress in shifting
to this costlier ratings methodology.

SMOOTH JAZZ OPERATIONS MANAGER
STEVE HIBBARD
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